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Present: Kristin Schrauger, Alison Piper, Karen Medin, Achara, Dan Schoonover, Elaine McCreary,
Melanie@UF, Peggy Glatthaar, Rachel @ FGCU, LeEtta Schmidt and Troy Christenson.
Kristine asked if anyone could send her minutes from the past as she is trying to share with other
interested parties. Please send along.
We decided to table the agenda item regarding Aleph Blocks in regard to Uborrow refunding.
LeEtta Schmidt will develop and send a spreadsheet to gather thoughts on loaning of media, musical
scores, as well as Uborrow Bookstrap and barcode font best practices.
This survey will also ask which scanners people are using in case some are truly not able to be
programmed to scan certain fonts of barcodes.
Troy talked about barcoding OCLC borrowing materials. He desires a one stop shop for patrons to see all
materials they have checked out. Renewals would work as with those on Aleph for local materials. Troy
has spoken with Wendy about the possibility of creating a new user type to carry due date over from
ILLiad since each library is different. Now circulation would need to put the due date on while checking
the item/s out. This is something Troy’s circulation manager does not want to handle so if the user type
cannot accommodate a more staff-friendly means of due date entry the deal will be off. There are three
options to track items outside of the ILLiad circ module: using an API, having OCLC develop an interface,
and creating manual records. Committee members thought it would be strange to put time and money
into the first two since the next-gen ILS would have to be considered as part of the process. About half of
the members present use manual record creation and half do not. The time it takes to create the
records up front would save time in accessing fees/fines later since Aleph could do that, said Troy.
Karen asked about others’ fill rates. GWLA suggested 80% borrowing and perhaps 75 for lending though
this is really high for ILLiad. Someone mentioned that for Uborrow you can manually delete those items
that were rejected due to being checked out etc so that they don’t count against your fill rate. Kristine is
working on updating OCLC holdings to include volumes held to eliminate requests coming in for lack of
volume rejection. Auto deflection also helps with lending fill rate (e-Books in particular).
Kristine urged interested members to apply for the vacancies on the FLVC Resource Sharing Committee.
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